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ABSTRACT 

This paper is a preliminary report on the evolution of a 
pilot-tcale management system for low- and intermediate- level 
rad active w..Jtes to previa adequate protection to the public 
a~ .1 as maintain the equilibrium in the human environment. 
Discussions on the waste management and disposal scheme proposals, 
assessment of waste treatment requirements of the Atomic Research 
Center, Pailippine Atomic Energy Commission, previous experiences 
in handling and management- of radioactive wastes, current practices 
alternatives to meet waste management problems and research studies 
en wa.3t'i c iataant are presented. 

In the selection of » chemical treatment processes for ARC, 
comparative studies on the different waste processing methods or 
combination of processes that will be most suitable for the waste 
requirements of the Center are now in progress. The decontamina
tion efficiency and economy of the lime-soda, ferrocyanlde phos
phate and ferric hydroxide methods are being compared. 

Jar experiments were conducted on the Lime-Soda Process to 
estal>:~iah the optiua conditions for certain parameter required in 
order to achieve an efficient and economical treatment system 
applicable to the local conditions. Results indicated the follow
ing conditions for attaining maximum removal of contamination; 
maximum settling time « 5 lira, after treatment, optimum pll • II, 
2:3 ppm ratio of 2 to CO3-2 concentration, concentration of 
dosing reagents can further be increased beyond 160 ppm Co + 2 and 
240 ppm C03~2, Cobalt contamination can be removed with Lime-Soda 
treatment aside from strontium. 
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D!I,-ELOPMENT OF AN EFFICIENT AJID ECONOMICAL 
SMALL SCALE MANAGEMENT SCHEME FOR LOW- AND 
INTERMEDIATE LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES AND 

ITS IMPACT ON TRE ENVIRONMENT 
(A Prelimina~y Re^-t) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the inception of the Philippine Atomic Research 

Center, ?ARC, the management of radioactive waste is based 

c- the basic concepts of "delay and decay" and "dilution 

and dispersal," especially for low-level liquid wastes 

under Categories 1 and 2 of the IAEA standardization . 

However, there is now the societal awakening over the quality 

of our environment because of the possible adveree effects 

upon the envit.v>amental and ecological systems resulting from 

these releases of radioactivity. Hence the policies and 

eystiSLs in handling, of radioactive wabtes need to be amended 

even though the quantity of wasted generated at Che Center 
(2) has not yet reached such proportions estimated in a study 

made in 1963 on the waste management systeas for PARC. 

This is a preliminary report on the evolution of a 

pilot-scale management system for low-and intermediate-level 

radioactive wastes to provide adequate protection to the 

public as well as maintain the equilibrium in the human 

nmvJ'-onaient. 

2. WAST." vj-xkcmrn A.;U DISPOSAL SCHEME PROPOSALS 
, _ • • • - - • • • • • • • , 

A few months after the PR£-1 (Philippine -aaearch Re-

actor-1), a swimming pool-type research reactor, reached a 
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one-megawatt operation* a system for th<_ management of radio-

act iv. vnstes produced by its operation was presented in a 
(2) technical report . For lack of working data on the tura-

oat of radioactive vrstes from the operation of the reactor 

and the different research activities of the Center, the 

schozoe was based mainly on the operational experience of 

unclear rca^.rch establishments abroad with alternate modifi

cations adaptable to local conditions expected to be encounter

ed and on mere estimates of the nature and quantity of wastes 

arisings froa the normal operation of FARC. 

The nain features of the waste management scheme are 

the facilities and complements for the collection, treatment 

and final ~sposal of radioactive wastes. The overall pro-

gra .̂ e of waste management included the setting up of an 

efî uetit control laboratory, laundry rooms, decontamination 

rooms, solid waste processing, packaging and storage facilities, 

delay tanks, liquid watte treatment plant, and a pipeline lead

ing to a nearby creek for the final release of the treated 

effluents. The proposed waste treatment building would be a 

1-b. -7, L-shaped building of semi-ccsocrete and galvanited 

iron coi- truction. Due to logistic problems it was only lately 

that partial construction of the waste treatment building which 

would accoomondate the pilot-scale treatment facilities was 

* i realized. 
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3. ASSESSMENT OF WASTE TREATMENT RFQUIRE^TNTS OF PARC 
* : Maia_Sourjces of_WMt« 

Liquid Wastes > 

The bulk of radioactive liquid wastes at PARC originates 
from ttv following: 
a) Segregated wastes from the isotope production group and 

other research laboratories of the Center. These axe 
, .aerally medium level (Category 3, activity 10~ uCi/ ' 
ml) process solution, used reagents, first washings of 
glasswares and equipment. 

'\\ Regeneration wastes from the dmineraliser system for 
the reactor pool water. 

(c) Low-level wastes from hot sinks, decontamination drains 
and floor washings 

(d) Waste from outside users, namely from hospitals, indus
tries, universities and other research institutions. 

Solid Wastes 
Most of thu solid wastes handle J at the Center consist

ing of paper towels, tissue papers, owabs, filtsr papers, 
polyethylene sheets, exhausted resin.'), weakened sources, 
broken glassvaras, contaminated clothings and gloves, metal
lic and wooden articles and contaminated experimental plants 
ana aalaal come from the different research activities of ' 
PARC and several outside users. 
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3.2 £*sjte Products cu 

Au accounting of tha radioactive wastes collected for 

the past decade is given in Table 1. A total of 488.75 cu. 

ft. (loose volume) of solid wastes containing mostly short

lived radionuclides had been collected. The liquid wastes 

amounted to 071.53 gallons, exclusive of the regeneration 

wastes frou the demineralizer system. The radiation level 

of the liquid wastes collected gave a minimus rsading of 

0.02 aR/hr K3 i ) aud a OUIALUUIU leading of ltt/hr on 

contact wita Vu* coutaLier. For the aolid vastest s minimum 

reading of 0.02 mR/hr (h £ > and a u-axiiaum of 126 uR/nr 

SurfiCfc C'JUtUCL. 

Most often, the liquid waules collected from the various 

research laboratories at PARC are acidic and normally contain 
« 6° 137 14 ^ 90 the loag-livid isotopes of Co , Cs , C , h* and Sr . 

The short-lived uuclide* ptcjent in lim liquid wastes are 

, / 2 . I 1 3 1 . K a 2 \ * 5 \ Z m M . Cr 5 1. A u 1 9 8 , P 3 2, K n 5 \ Ho", 

* i 6 5 . C u 6 \ C d J 1 \ G 3 5, Co 5*. ^ / ? \ n:ui Fa 5 9. Solid wast.. 

contain who aaue a'aovt-lived ieocop-sa aad loug-liv«J isotopes 

usuully prwatnt in liquid tiadtew. 

The deu-ii.c;.iil.Uer systtu or die PKA-1 generates an sversgs 

of 5,000 i.ai.loua of wast3 fi'o;« tie periodic regeneration of 

the reactor pool water. Regeneration is done every six months. 

These waters contain traces of Al and Na in acidic and 

basic solutions. 
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Thu isotope production group is the largerc contributor 

cf lie id waate with more than 50% of the total annual collec

tion cowing from this source. The Bio-Medical Department 

generates about 33Z while the other research departments con

tribute less than 20Z which includes those received froa out

side users. 

«. PREVIOUS BX?*RTE?1CES IN HANDLING AND MANAGEMENT 0? RADIOACTIVE 

WASTES 

The Health Physics Department, HPD, has been responsible 

for the handling and management of contaminated wastes at 

the Center. A standard form (Appendix A, IIP Fora 3) i» accom

plished whenever a request for radioactive waste removal is 

made. 

4.1 Li<juid_Wastea 

For purposes of processing and ultimate disposal liquid 

wastes were classified bssed on activity levels as: 

(a) High level - gross activity > 1 uCi/ml 

(b) Intermediate level - gross activity > 1 x 10" uCi/al 

but less than 1 uCi/rfl 

(c) Low-level - gross activity>l x 10* uCi/al but less 

than 1 x 10" 5 uCi/ml 

However, in the collection and segregation of liquid 

va. cu» a different classification was adopted. Containers 

are ctttt orized into the following types: 

(a) High Level Waste Containers - l"r waste with activity 
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1-ivel > 5 x 10 uCi/ml but less than 1 uCi/al. Poly

ethylene plastic carboys, jug-type with narrow nouth 

end screwed cap (1 gal. capacity) vera used. 

(I; Low-Level Vaste Containers - for wastes with activity 

level -C 5 x 10~ uCi/ol. Theae containers are 5-gal. 

capacity polyvinyl chloride plastic carboys, jug-type 

vide nouth and screwed cap. 

For highly toxic wastes those containing long-lived 

isotopes with activity level>than 1 uCi/nl, a special 

type of container made of polyethylene plastic carboy 

(1-pint cap.) is used. 

In the collection of wastes, the philosophy is one of 

segregation as near the place of origin as possible. Liquid 

wastes are collected in 1 gal* and 5 gal. capacity containers 

at the source and were brought to a temporary storage shed 

where the contents are transferred to a 55-gal. drums for 

ad-interia» storage. These wastes t»~ra allowed to decay to 

permissible levels for disposal and/or released to the 

Culiat Crtek during the torrential monsoon period when the 

flow rate of the creek is at ir« peak and dilution factor 

is at its height. 

The wastes from the regeneration of the denineralizer 

aya tea is fed directly to the 10,000 gal. High level 

Storage Tank until the next regeneration, i.e., after six 

months when the activity will have decayed to allowable 
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limita for disposal. 

L.-iaa from the reactor bay comprising the floor 

washing and equipment drains are conveyed through a 2" 

dia. iron pipes to a 1,000 gal. Sura Pit. The volume 

from these drains is less than SO gal./day. A level 

indicator and Monitor in the sum pit provide automatic 

pumping of the contents into the drainage system when 

the pit la full and radiation level is below • pro-see 

tbfriNhold for automatic pumping. Otherwise, when the 

radiation level gives a signal above the threshold, the 

Reactor Operator takes the necessary steps to divert 

the flow of wastes to the 10,000 gel. Hold-up Tanks. 

Low-level wastea from the hot ainke of the iaotopa 

production laboratories end other research laboratoriee 

are couraed to a 600-gal. suspect tank and a pair of 

300 gt*l. delay tanks. A 100,000 gal. retention pit 

receives vuttta from any of the ator*£e tanks in case 

the activity level of the wastes be above the peralaaible 

limits for direct disposal to the nearby creek. 

For low-level vaahings from the wasta control 

laboratory and from decontamination operations a 20,000 

gal. pit outside the laboratory building is available. 

Kon-activc liquid wastes are conveyed to this pit for 

purposes of dilution. 
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Radioactive solid vaates comprising mostly items of 

coosuaabla nature uaed in handling radioactive aaterlala 

* 1 experimental specimens, indicated in Sec. 3.1 are 

classified as low-level or high-level. The categories 

defining each daaaification vhich are baaed or. the degree 

of contamination and/or radiation hazard vera *s follow; 

(a) Lov-level vaates - alpha-activity < 1 uCi 

S # ̂ -activity 4 1 «ci or/i 100 uCi 

of S r 9 V ° or ^100 uCi C e 1 A 4 / P r 1 4 4 

or similar hazardoua radionuclide 

radiation level <2S ciR/hr surface 

contact 

(b) High-level vaetes - active or toxic suistances exceed

ing values for lov-level vantea such that the radiation 

level require shielding. 

Foot-operated mild steel containers vith 1 cu. ft. -

cap-^Ity, vara diatrlbuted to tha various, laboratories for 

receptacle of discarded contaminated materials. They vera 

lined vith strong vater-proof polyethylene bag. The mild 

steal containera vers coated vith bright yellov paint and 

red trifoil radiation signs. When the container %ma full* 

tha plastic bag lining vas folded over ths opening and 

aealad vith atrong adhesive tape. Other solid containers 

for special purposes vers provided upon request. 
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.cgregation end storage of solid wastes wee done et the 

temporary storage shed where paper aat&rials ware eat 

apart froa glass and aetallic objects. The segregated 

solids vera baled to reduce the volume with a hand-operat

ed baler having a compression capacity of SO to 200 lbs. 

A voluoe reduction of 4:1 and 8:1 is achieved using this 

machine. The combustible materials with short-lived 

nuclides were let to decay before they were incinerated. 

The combustible and non-combustible objects with 

lon&-lived contamination w r e baled before concrete nixing 

in asphalt lined steel drums. The final disposal of the 

solid wastes was by ground burial. Tn raore than e decade 

of the Centers operation only two 55-gal. druaa had been 

buried in the remotest corner of the site. 

5. CUPRKMT PBACTICFS ON WASTE HAMAflSMnHT AT PARC 

In sore then 10-year operation of the Center, there 

has been a few changes in the system of waste Kaoageaent. 

At present, the composition of wastes being produced at 

PARC contain the radionuclides C s 1 3 7 , H 3, S 3 5, Sr ' 8 9 , 

Sr90, cr*. c s 4 5 , P 3 2, I 1 2 8 / 1 3 1 , A u 1 9 8 . >T.22, Br 8 2. N a 2 \ 

C u 6 \ ?e 5 9, ?.n05. S b 1 2 4 , T c W , Sc46,snd Mn 5 4. Approximately, 

100 mCi of thes* isotopes are present per month. Based on 

20 researchers doing active work and each producing 8 

gallons of Mqaid wastes per day about 160 gallons of very 

low-level wastes are generated each Jay. A projection of 
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1. ...allona of medium level per month based on the figure 

for FY 1972-73 indicated in Table 1, is expected to arise. 

Aside from these, there is t va usual 5,000 gal. regenera

tion wastes of the water demineralizer of the reactor pool. 

The total volume of solid wastes collected during the 

IY 1972-73 was 106 cu.ft. while for FY 1973-74, the accumu

lation amounted to 104 cu. ft. The radiation levels ranges 

from 0.02 nR/hr to 126 mR/hr (surface contact), 

5»' Segregation and Types of Radioactive Wastes 

In the absence of a waste treatment facility, a more 

strict isolation of the waste at the source has been adopt

ed. Radioactive liquid wastes are then categorized as: 

Type A - * * 2 >164 days (lon<»-lived) 

Typ B - 28 days — t , « 2 ^ 16ft days (medium-lived) 

Type C - t. »2 4. 28 days (sbort-lived) 

Type D - - £ -emitters (U-Og) 

Type E - long-lived /? -emitters (C 1 4, U 3) 

Solid Wastes are grouped as follows: 

Type I - Combustible (paper towels, tissue papers, 

gloves, filter papers, polyethylene) 

Type II - Non-combustible {glass, resins, metallic 

objects) 

Type III - Putrifiable (animal carcasses and plant 

specimens) 
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2 CjoĴ le_c£ionjand.JŜ pra£eL_of_ Wastes_ 

Liquid Wastes 

Hach hot laboratory is provided with Type, B, and C 

containers. Users of "^-emitters and lonR-lived p -eomitters 

are supplied with the necessary Type D and E containers. 

For each of these containers, a card is provided wherein 

such details as the date of waste introduction, radio

activity content, volume and other chemicals present in the 

waste are to be indicated.. 

A request for the collection and replacement of the 

waste containers is transmitted to the vast, management 

section of the UPD whenever the container is two-thirds 

fail and the standard collection form is accomplished 

filling in the data contained in the card containers. 

All the collected wastes are monitored and transport

ed to tUo temporary storage shed. A 500 »1. sample is 

dravn from each container for analysis at the Waste Control 

Laboratory. The \>\\, gross activity and later j -qualitative 

spectrometry of the sample is then determined. 

In the storage shed there are two drums for each type 

A, B, and C and a drum each for Types 1) and I'. Types A, 

b, and C are further classified as llip,h-ieve 1 (activity 

^ 1 0 ** uCi/ml) and low-level (activity 4i 10 uCi/ml). 

After neutralization, the collected waste is then trans

ferred into the proper drums corresponding to 
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i'.a activity an. half life as determined by the Control 

aboratory 

Solid Wastes 

The receptacles for radioactive solid wastas are pro

perly painted with radiation warning signs and lined with 

strong polyethylene bags. Each hot laboratory ia provided 

with Type I and Type II containers. Upon request, lypa III 

containers are taade available whenaver necessary. 

Animal carcasses with short-lived radioisotopes are 

injected with formalin to delay putrefaction. Plants and 

uniual carcasses with long-lived radioisotopes are packed 

in line before storage. 

These wastes are then segregated and stored in properly 

labeled containers in the storage shei. when a big bulk of 

wastes have accumulated, the volume is reduced by the hand-

operated baling machine. 

Records 

All iucouin^ waataa are recorded upon receipt and cards 

(Appendix Form 1) of w-tte containers are filed. Records of 

tV.s contents (nature, quantity, etc.) of each container in 

the storage shcti aro also L*pt. 

5.3 Kaxli£a£tiye Wastes.JtelMaog. 

Very low-level liquid wastes are released into the 

Culiat Creek when the stream flow rate warrants the desired 
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dilui^a prescribed by the IAEA fety Standarda for safe 

disposal. To data the total volume released via the near

by creek vas recorded to be 650 gal. with a total activity 

of 1.973 uCi fcr unidentified nuclides. For identified 

radioisotopes, a total of 115 gal. with total activity of 

3.93 uCi cf C and 337.5 gal. containing Co ° had been 
A released with a total activity of 4.2 x 10 uCi. Table 2 

Rives a summary of the releasee made eo far. The creek 

has an annual flow of 6.3 x 10 til/yr. A study ' $ade 

Ln 1971 indicates that th* Hwltinr; factor for the radio

logical capacity of the strea:* is c!i3 external exposure to 
CO Co . Baaed on eke current releasee, the licit exceeds 

':he actual by a factor of 3. To safeguard the public and 

the environment, the creek and its adjoining tributaries 

are constantly sanpled and monitored. Follow-ups on these 

discharges showed no indication of any reconcentration of 

any radioisotopes in the ecology of the stream. 

C. PATIOS FOll Sfc.TTlMG-1;? A SMALL SCALE VASTS MANAGEMENT 

SCHfrfg ?0K PARC 

In an attempt to sake «n accurate prediction of the 

waste management requirements of PARC, a aurvey of the 

. ..ate arioi.'gs expected from the different research and 

scrvica departments was conducted. Ytoa Che answers to 

questionnaires and the past radioactive wasta collection 

data, it is edtlauited that within five years the activity 
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ra;'-' jotope tliat will be disposed will increase to appro-
?.amtel-' 230 mCi/month. Thirty-three gal. per month of 

medium-level liquid wastes are predicted to arise from the 

different isotope and hot laboratories while 250 to 3C9 gal. 

oi low-level wastes will be produced daily. . 

Although radioactivity releases to the ^aviroiuuent have 

been below the allowable limits and environmental surveillance 

of the Culiat Creek and its vicinity does not indicated any 

cngerous build-up of radionuclide concentration, it is 

realized that this practice of dumping should not be continued 

indefinitely. Moreover, there Ls a limit to the volune of 

radioactive wastes that the storage shed can contain. Some 

means of concentrating the radioactivity of a large volume 

of wastes and containing these w&ste concentrates need to be 

developed at l .A; if protection of the public and preserva-

"on of the environment is to be maintained. 

The studies made on the present and future waste manage

ment requirements of the Center indicated the immediate need 

for a waste treatment facility to concentrate and contain 

the greater bulk of the activity of the Center's radioactive 

wastes so that adequate enviroraiental protection can be pro

vided to the community. 

7. ALTERNATIVE TO MEET WASTE MAKAOPfEHT TTOBLEMS 0T PARC 

7. i L ifjuidj/aste 

To meet the present and future waste management needs 
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of PARC, the application of chemical treatment, evaporation, 

filtration and ion-exchange methods in processing the Center's 

liquid radioactive wastes is contemplated. An extensive 

lite- ture search on the vaste management techniques of dif

ferent nuclear research ii^calls'-ion was undertaken. It 

was found that chemical treatment had been successful in 

serving the needs of other nuclear establishments becauae of 

the following advantages: 

(a) it is relatively cheap 

(b) it can handle a wide ran?,e of solid content 

in the f*ed 

(c) it is reasonably independent of the inactive 

constituents present in the waste, and 

(d) it requires comparatively simple equipment. 

Hence, it was decided that investigations be made on the 

feasibility of applying chemical treatment for the processing 

of low-and intermediate-level liquid wastes at the Center. 

Exploratory experiments on a laboratory scale were con

ducted to determine the most efficient and economical treat

ment process for PARC wastes. Stored liquid wastes contain

ed in 13 ...ntainers with a total volume of 94 gal. were sub

jected to radiochemical analysis. Canerslly, they contain 

only the longer-liv «d radioisotopes (U-jOg, Cs , and Co ) 

that have been in storage for 9 years. The aailyses per

formed included the determination of the pH (generally pH 7 
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pr above), total solids content, and gross -activity. 

A -spectrometric analysis of the wastes was also made. 

Table 3 shows the results of the analysis. 

Initial laboratory tests were aloo conducted on the 

liiae-soda, phosphate, ferric hydroxide and ferrocyanide 

precipitation processes. Simulated vastes (tay> water spiked 

with Co ,- Sr and Ca ) and wastes from the regenera

tion cf the denineralizer resins were used during the teats. 

The chemical dosages used were adopted from recommended 

values3' 4 ' 5 ' 6 . 

For the treatment of small volume mediuta-level liquid 

wastes, two a 1 tentative techniques are being considered; 

direct fixation in cement or bitumen, or evaporation. Eva

poration affords a very high decontamination efficiency but 

this requires expeuses. The final choice on which treatment 

the Center will adopt will depend largely on the relative 

economy of the two processes. For experimental purposes, 

small evaporator (rated capacity - 5 gal/8-hr) was fabricat

ed. A fev technical problems still j revent the performance 

of the actual experiments on the unit. 

7.2 Splid_ Was.tcs 

The fixation techniques considered for the processing 

of the solid wastes (including sludges) are cementation and 

bituainization. Research investigations on cementation 

and bituninization have been in progress since 1970. The 
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studies on cementation were concentrated on the leaching 

ckr.racterisnics of cement while the investigations on 

Lituriiinieatioa are emphasized oa the development of a 

technique which will permit insolubilization at a rela

tively low teaperature. 

u;'i;rA?csi STUDIES OM WASTE TREATMENT 
9 

As early as 1963, investigation on methods which 

utilize locally available materials had been carried out. 

The . *_udy was aimed at the possibility of adsorption phe

nomena in the removal of radioisotopes (Co—f»0, Cs-137, and 

Sr-90) from waace solutions using both locally prepared 

carbon from coconut shell and commercially available 

activated carbon. Results indicated adsorption of radio

nuclides from solution using activated carbon of various 

typea iu specific and dependent *ipon the type of adsorbent 

and radioisotope present. The br-ch adsorption reoove 

about 96% of some isotopes in solution. Carbon from coconut 

shell showed greater adsorptive capacity than: those avail

able commercially. Thus, adsorption process offers a possi

bility for application in a full scale radioactive wastes 

processing plant. 

In 197", an IAEA-sponsored projtct study on the sorptive 

characteristics of local tuff wa3 completed. Conclusions 

dr*..-Ti fron this investigation indicated that local tuff can 

be utilized en i.:i ion-exchance tuiteridl for the processing 
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of .Tow-activity liquid wa^.es of PARC. 

9. SSLECTIOH OP A CHEMICAL TKEAIHtntT PPXESS OK A COMBINATION' 

C? 1'ItOCESSKS FOR PARC 

It is imperative that extensive studies on the dif

ferent waste process'-ig methods be carried out, if a truly 

efficient and economical waste numageraent schecte is to be 

developed for PARC. The determination of the chemical waste 

treatment process or combination.of processes that will be 

most suitable for the waste requirements of the Canter is • 

TtOit understudy. The decontamination efficiency end economy 

' ? the lime-soda, ferrocyanide, phosphate sad ferric hydroxide 

methods are being compared. 

9.1. Lirre^Soda Process 
11 12 

Investigations ' on the removal of radioactive con

tamination using the standard nsr*-hod of water softening by 

addition of line (Ca (HO).) and aoda ash (Na-CO-) to pre

cipitate carbonates and bicarbonatus for the treatment of 

total hardneos (temporary and permanent hardness) in water 

have shown effectiveness in the decontamination of low-

ac'i/ity effluents (activity^! nCi/ml). 

Nevertheless, before adopting this treatment method 

to the Center's need, certain parameters such as pK condi

tions, concentration of dosing reagents, effectivity of 

removal for specific isotopes exist be established to meet 

the low-level liquid waste requirements of PARC. Laboratory 
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experiments are now in progress to select the optimun 

. -'itions necessary for this process to achieve an 

txiiw.uut <*nd economical treatment system applicable to 

the exi-s • local conditions. 

Exjv 'icntal, 

{..:.) Effect of Settling Tine on Decontamination Factors, DF 

Two sets (4 jar-test each set) of 1 liter-volume 
-4 

sb^dlatad wastes with initial activity of 2.33 x 10 

uCi/ml were treated with 40 ppm Ca and 60 ppm CO. 

at pH 9.5 aud allowed to settle for 5 hrs. and 30 hrs. 

respectively. A 5-ol aliquot ot the poet-treated 

effluent froxa each of the jar-tests was measured for 

tctiv:':y and compared with the activity of the simulat

ed wastes. The DF obtained for the 5-hr. settling time 

wfcfc 2.8 while tie 30-hr. gave l>¥ - 3. Results indicated 

tha* optimum settling time would be 5 hrs. 

(b) Relution3hip of Varying pit - conditions to DF 

In chemical precipitation process chemicals are 

adJed to produce insoluble heavy precipitates which 

removes radioactivity as it settles out of th« solution. 

The formation of insoluble carbonate precipitates ia 

offectac! by the amount of hydrogen ion couci~.it rat ion 

(0!f) of the solution. To ensure a complete precipita

tion ia attained, t^e proper pTT conditions must exist 

http://couci~.it
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Jurir.g the process of chemical treatment. 

Experiments were carried our varying the pH 

condition of the simulated wastes froa j>H 9.5 to 

11.5. Test conditions are as follows: 

Initial activity of siirolau-.<i waste - 7.67 x 10 / uCi/ml 

Douinp, chemicals - AO pptn Ca , 60 ppm C0_ 

lable 4 snows the values of UV obtained at the 

different pit conditions. The results indicate that 
* 

optimum conditions is obtained at pK 11. 

I; m 

(c) effect ot Ca Ion Concentration of DF with 60 ppa CO 

For the treatment of temporary hardness in water 

softanin,", techniques, sufficient amounts of liiae is 

added to precipitate the carbouatea. Different coa-

centiationa of line (Ca ) was uaed to detarniue its 

effect on the DF's for S r ^ / i & 9 , C * 1 3 7 and Co 6 0. 

Table 5 suuimarizea the results obtained while Fif;* 2 

shows tho DF as a function of ion concentration with 

the Kquare-fit trend. It can be deduced .v.hat at 00 

ppia CO. concentration, the optimum Ca iou concentra-
?5/39 tion would be at Af) ppa .ur the removal of 5r , 

- 13V . _ oJ Ca and Co . 

(d) Effect of CO " Ion Concentration on DF with A0 ppn Ca 

'Hie efficiency of removal in the Liiiie-ooda process 

will depend largely on the decree of softening. Thus 
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for effective decontamination it is necessary to r«-

J-a<-.£ the cclciMH hardness to n vt-ry lov value. Con-

sid?raM£ c:<.?fns of unfi-x nth in tUe witer during 

trcirn-̂ .r.t J.-j then require*.!. Vith a 40 pp».» Ca 

varying c«nfeneration of C<̂ „ ua.-. applied to the 

sinnilnee.! whites containing Sr' , Cs and Co 

with initial activity of 1.302 x 10"*3 uCi/ral. Table 

6 4e a .nunnery of the results on the effect of C0_ 

concentration with 40 ppw Ca . The relationships of 

J>F to tiic CO "' concentration illustrated in Pig. 3 
137 indicates that for Cs it is practically independent 

137 ;•*/«"} 
in the case of Cs . For Sr the OF is directlr 

proportional to the CO " content whereas, with respect 

to Co " it is the reverse. 

(e) Decontamination Factor as a Function of Stoichiometric 

Concentration of Posing Clieuiculs 

Since an excess dosage of lime and soda is instru

mental in improving the rwwwal rarfioisoto-e further 

e>.<>«riiuentc» v.-.re carried out by incrcioinj; the quantity 

of readout** abided i&aintainiftg a 2; 3 ratio of Ca /CO. 

which vug established in the rfaults cf (c) and (d) 

al.»ove. 

Jar teats experiments v«rc conducted employing 

cow.untrrttton values ranging fr<*» 40 Co IhO ppw Ca 
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(increments of 20 ppei) and 60 to 240 ppa of CO-" (incre-

snts of 30 ppn) at pi! 1!. A series of 5 trials each 

concentration was perf oracd using simulated wastes (spiked 

;ith S r 8 5 / 8 9
> C s 1 3 7 mid Co 6 0) with i0~ 3 ttCi/nl activity 

level. Dosing cheaicals were added slowly with constant 

stirring using mechanical stirrers. Flask nixing tine was 

1 mi:-,, at 100 rp* agitation while floculation tine was 5 

ciin. at 20 rpt» speed to obtain naxiuun floe formation. 

These were an owed to settle for 5 fva. before saapling 

of the «f fluents for activity neasitruntfuts using a Ge-Li 

detector cys t-.cn. The efficiency of the He-M, integrated 

systes are as follows: S r ? 5 , C 9 » 0.WS, C s 1 3 7 - 0.77Z and 

Co*0 « 0.5fi*. 

esults on the effrct of varying the stoichiometric 

concentration* over the dfcontar.iiution factor are tabulat

ed in TaMft 7 and the bchnvior of )Ws as a function of ion 

concentration of the dosing chenics?* is graphically re

presented in Pis;. 4, From the data obtained the square-

fit trends indicate a proportionality in UF's behavior 

towards increases on the amounts of dosing chemicals used. 

The slops of the increment for Sr > J is nearly the sane 

as that for Co while for Cs the SF is practically 

independent of the dosing concentration. Surprisingly, it 

could be noted that higSjor HPs were obtained for cobalt 

http://t-.cn
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compared to stroatius. Fartheraore, i t indicates that tha 

threshold concentration has not been reached. further addi

tion of the dosing reagente could improve the rwaovsl of 

S r ^ e o d C o 6 0 . 

*ESU"Z OF EXPEREOvWAL WWK 

Froat the series of experiaental test-run perforwad on 

the jar teats of the treatment of low-level activity wastes 

with the Lime-Sod* Proem* the following conditions for 

attaining naxisiuri resaoval of contamination vera establish-

ed UMaaJy: 

(1) Settling after 5 Hoars 

(2) Optitsntm pH « 11 

(3) A 2:3 rrpm ratio of Ce*H' to CO." concentration 

(4) CoRcsAtrAtion of dosing reagents can further he 

increaaad beyond 160 ppw Ca and 240 ppa CO* 

(5) Cohslt contamination can he rewoved with the . 

Lise-Seda treatment tutti* team seroneius. 

10. COMMENTS 

ExpexinecUil laboratory work on the Line-Soda Process 

shall bs continued on the actual low-level liquid wastes 

to approximate current waste treatment reauireaeate at 

?ARC. 

Studies on the applicability of tha ferrocraaide, phos-

phatef ferric hydros!** precipitation Bathed* sal coabina-

tion of these prosssses to iaprove the efficiency of the 
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i 

twatnant shall be carried out. The evaluation on the 
feasibility and ecoaoay of the cooperative parfomanca 
c tall than be doae, this will d«t«r«iitie the choice en the 
type of cheaical treatasut to be used in the low-level 
wastes. Aa iate&ratsd waste treatiwat systea shall be 
svolvti after tba ?ilot-scsl* yerfotwanco of the chosen 
ti iataeat method* has beta tested* 
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RADIOACTIVE WASTE COLLECTION AND REMOVAL 

Container Nunibt. 
Department 
Provision!--! niaecf , !.->* 'inn at fnntainaf 

Date Container Issued -

— Building - Room 

Dt*» Vol. Iso
tope 

Radiation 
Activity 
». 3, V 

Add* AlktUn* Solvent Other 
Chtm. t»» 

Surface 
Jladtatloo 

--
1 I 
i 
! 

. .... _ „ . . . . . . .... _ „ . . . . . 

To: Health Physics Department Ru liation Sur vey 

XLcino 

by - Max. dose rate at J 
Surface contamina 

XLcino 

by - Max. dose rate at J 
Surface contamina 
Max. dose rate at J 
Surface contamina 

Classifk 
S nA-

Classifk 
S Ua-

Classifk ation — 
bv 

Container Emp 

Storage Tank 1 
DfstiAsal Drum 

uy 
Container Emp 

Storage Tank 1 
DfstiAsal Drum 

wIo 
(Date) 

Container Emp 

Storage Tank 1 
DfstiAsal Drum Nn .. . , 

Sheet of 



TABLE 1 RADIOACTIVE WASTE COLLECTION 

Fiscal Year 

1964 - 65 
1965 - 66 
1966 - 67 

. * 196? - 68 
1968 - 69 
1969 - 70 
1970 - 71 
19?i:—72 
1972 - 73 
1973 - 74 

Isotope present: 

• * Liquid • • Solid 
: Volume - Gallon Reading • nR/hr. • • Volume - cu. ft. j Rending * mR/hr. 

t 171 
• 

tone • * 21 t none 

: 110 nose • • 26 : none 

•i 23.22 0.02 - 15 : 52 i 0.02 - 13 

: 131.10 none * 53.75 : none 

: 45.75 0.02 - 250 • * 40.0 : 0.03 - 70 

s 47.77 : 5.7 - 125 : 15.6 : 1.5 - 5.2 

: 30.50 t 0.1 - 70 • 22.0 : 0.15 - 63 

90.25 • 0.07 - 30 ; 49.0 : 0.07 - 30 

* 127.94 • • 0.06 - 1 R : 106.0 j 0.05 - 126 

: 94.0 : 0.05 - 320 : 104.0 t 0.02 - 40 : 94.0 : 0.05 - 320 : 104.0 t 0.02 

tJ">. C » 7 . » » . l " 1 . Cu«\ F . 5 ' . K«. K. 2 2 . » " \ h " . * . * . A . 9 6 

M > " . 3,85/M. ^tl, „ M M 6 S C M „.«> ^58 ,35, fc»0 C r 5 I , ,,,86 
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Table 2 

Radioactive Liquid Waste Releases 
At the Culiat Creek 

-ate 
• • 
• • 

Voltne -
gal . 

* • 
• • 
• » 

• • 
Total Activity : 

<«Ci> : 
ladioQuelidea 

31 Jan. 1966 • • 400 • * 1.267 : unidentified, , 

7 Fab. 1968 • • 250 • • 0.706 : unidentified, , 

7 Oct. 1971 • * 10 t 2.62 : c w 

7 Oct. 1971 : 100 • • 4.1811 x 10-4 <f° 
11 Oct. 1971 237.5 : 2O0U : c«° 

9 Dae. 1971 150 * • 1.5 x 10"* s z.« 
9 Dae. 1971 5 * 1.31 : c w 

15 Dae. 1971 100 • • 1 x 10-* : * > « 



"Ow&l̂ t̂ W- £0?-

T«kl« 4 Eff«st of pU on 

DP (GTDM) 

pB j i mammmuaim 
( FACTOR (GROSS) 

9.5 a 2.12 » 

10.0 : 2.23 

10.5 i t 2.87 

11.0 i r 3.61 

11.5 i t 2.66 * 



Table 5 

EFFECT OF Cat* IOK CONCENTRATION 

ON DF WITH 60 ppa. C0 3" 

(Ca"): 
ppa. : 

60 

60 

30 

100 

120 

DECONTAMINATION FACTOR 
isn 

• * 
Jr-85/8y : Ca-137 

• * 
: Co-60 : 
sCl.17 MaV)s 

CO-60 
(1.33 MeV) 

• • 
• • 

Total 
DF 

• • 
: 

Cross 
DF 

• • 2.150 J Z.?M : 23.186 : 23.523 • • 52.223 • • 8.45 
• • 1.656 : 3.066 : 22.303 • • 23.531 • • 51.555 • • 7.29 

: 1.450 : J.195 : 23.082 • * 20.744 • 48.471 i 6.84 
• 1.716 : 2.887 : 21.724 t 19.518 • • 45.845 t 7.08 

• 1.510 x 2.863 : 17.084 t 19.201 • t 40.658. : 6.45 



Table 6 

iFFECT OF COj- 3.QU CONCENTRATION 

ON DP WITH 40 pp« C * 4 * 

(C03*)J 
ppn. : 

Decontamination Factor 
(DF) 

• • 
t Sr-85/89 

: LV-.:V 

:Cs-137 
: Co-60 : Co-60 
:(1.17 MaV):(1.33 HsV) 

• 
• 
• 

Total 
DF 

* • 
• • 

Cross 
DF 

60 i 3.626 : 1.695 : 32.917 : 28.724 66.962 s 6.95 

90 : 2.357 : 1.513 : 26.119 : 25.548 55.537 : 7.82 

120 : 3.919 : 1.587 : 18.920 : 19.664 44.090 : 7.68 

150 : 4.817 : 1.400 : 20.961 ; 23.351 52.234 : 7.954 

180 : 5.513 : 1.526 : 17.671 : 20.938 45.653 * • 8.18 .• 
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